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Gauging st. DA [sq mi] 
#Y 290 - 1100
#Y 1101 - 2200




{QUMR28*46} & {QC US31*101}
Gauging station locations and 
drainage  aria (DA) distribution 
for Central US





Matrixes of results: 
Ak*p – factor loadings,  
as dimensions of process (k), 
grouping by types of regime (p); 
Ft*p – factor scores, 
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Factor Loading of 46 gauging stations and graphs of 
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Table of seasonal runoff for four typical watersheds









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Annual and seasonal stream runoff of 
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Control of patterns of stream runoff in 
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Fuzzy Logic rules for mapping the 
statistical structure
* The set of sampled gauging stations (watersheds) with 
results of factor analysis of stream runoff may be 
regarded as a fuzzy set
* Factor Loadings provide the values for grouping by fuzzy 
membership functions (i.e. degree of fuzziness) 
* Groups with fuzzy membership of watersheds with 







































































Components of analysis uncertainty of 
stream runoff for a region
Empirical data of stream runoff
Landscape property
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V F 3V F 2V F 1
Seasonal 
structure of 
runoff for V 
typical 
watershed
Regressions and correlations analysis for 
annual and seasonal stream runoff 
characteristics of V type regime watershed 
(06191500) 
with monthly teleconnection indexes as 
Arctic Oscillation, North Atlantic Oscillation (n), 
Antarctic Oscillation (APRa) and 
Pacific/ North American (p). 
Months from previous year indicated with - 1. 
Analysis of stream runoff of type V watershed 





















































































































































































Chart of annual observed stream runoff for 
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Decision making about  water resources
U.S. Supreme Court declines to 
hear Missouri River appeal
April 2006
U.S. Water News Online
WASHINGTON -- The Supreme 
Court has refused to hear North 
Dakota's arguments that the Army 
Corps of Engineers has violated 
state water pollution laws in 
managing the Missouri River's 
water flows.
Empirical data of stream runoff
Landscape property
Model for utilization of units on a mapRegionalization on a map
Statistical structure
make sense only with use of 






































































Sandia NL scientist Dr. Steve Conrad demonstrates 
the Middle Rio Grande Water Budget Model to Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D, NM)






































































“The total benefits of U.S. National
Weather Service (NWS) forecasts
are estimated to be $166 million. 
The additional benefits potentially 
Obtainable from a perfect 
temperature forecast are $75 
million per year. It is estimated that 
an incremental 1% improvement in 
the forecast quality (from the 
current NWS forecast) would be 
worth an additional $1.4 million per 
year. 
These numbers do not include 
other possible benefits of forecasts 
to the electricity industry, such as 
those from the improved scheduling 
of plant maintenance.” Good theory with 
efficient tools is 
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The most fascinating science is 
not about the sky  
But about our daily life and 
closer environment 
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